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Abstract

Visual art represents a powerful resource for mental and physical well-being. However, little is known about the underlying
effects at a neural level. A critical question is whether visual art production and cognitive art evaluation may have different
effects on the functional interplay of the brain’s default mode network (DMN). We used fMRI to investigate the DMN of a
non-clinical sample of 28 post-retirement adults (63.71 years 63.52 SD) before (T0) and after (T1) weekly participation in two
different 10-week-long art interventions. Participants were randomly assigned to groups stratified by gender and age. In the
visual art production group 14 participants actively produced art in an art class. In the cognitive art evaluation group 14
participants cognitively evaluated artwork at a museum. The DMN of both groups was identified by using a seed voxel
correlation analysis (SCA) in the posterior cingulated cortex (PCC/preCUN). An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was
employed to relate fMRI data to psychological resilience which was measured with the brief German counterpart of the
Resilience Scale (RS-11). We observed that the visual art production group showed greater spatial improvement in
functional connectivity of PCC/preCUN to the frontal and parietal cortices from T0 to T1 than the cognitive art evaluation
group. Moreover, the functional connectivity in the visual art production group was related to psychological resilience (i.e.,
stress resistance) at T1. Our findings are the first to demonstrate the neural effects of visual art production on psychological
resilience in adulthood.
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Introduction

Recent research on visual art has focused on its psychological

and physiological effects, mostly in clinical populations. It has

shown that visual art interventions have stabilizing effects on the

individual by reducing distress, increasing self-reflection and self-

awareness, altering behaviour and thinking patterns, and also by

normalizing heart rate, blood pressure, or even cortisol levels [1],

[2], [3], [4], [5]. The extent to which visual art may also affect the

functional neuroanatomy of the healthy human brain remains an

open question.

A few fMRI studies have addressed the neural correlates of

novel visual form production or have focused on the aesthetic

experiences of visual artwork, the activation of the reward circuit

by visual art perception for example [6]. Distinct brain areas of a

certain resting state network, the default mode network (DMN),

are thought to be associated with cognitive processes such as

introspection, self-monitoring, prospection, episodic and autobio-

graphic memory, and comprehension of the emotional states and

intentions of others [7], [8], [9]. The DMN is characterized by

positive and negative connectivity between the dorsal and ventral

medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), the medial parietal cortex

(posterior and anterior cingulate cortex (PCC; ACC), precuneus

(preCUN)), and the inferior parietal cortex during rest [7], [10],

[11], [12]. Given the resource enhancing effects of visual arts, we

hypothesized that participation in 10-week-long visual art groups

may result in psychological changes and may alter the functional

interplay of the DMN. Therefore, we used fMRI to investigate the

DMN of a non-clinical sample of 28 post-retirement adults before

(T0) and after (T1) participating in a visual art production group (8

female, 6 males, mean age 63.50 years 63.80 SD) or in a cognitive

art evaluation group (7 female, 7 males, mean age 63.93 years

63.34 SD). The participants were randomly assigned to groups,

which were stratified by gender and age. The cognitive art

evaluation group served as a means of controlling for other

possible alternative explanations of changes in the visual art

production intervention that may have been related to group

interaction, art reception, and cognitive activity, group activity and

cognitive activity were thus considered to be present in both

intervention groups. Transition into retirement has been found to

be associated with well-being, stress experience, and health

conditions [13]. The effects of job characteristics and pre-

retirement resources on the well-being of retirees are also well

documented [14]. Not much is known, however, about the

possible effects of post-retirement activity on the stabilization of
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well-being [15]. Typically, normal ageing is accompanied by

changes in brain physiology that involve neural degeneration but

by compensatory mechanisms as well [16]. Therefore, we

expected that post-retirement adults would be susceptible to the

stabilizing effects of receiving artistic training. To understand the

psychological relevance of functional changes, we assessed

psychological resilience, i.e. stress resistance. Psychological resil-

ience is conceptualized as a protective personality characteristic

that allows individuals to control negatives effects of stress and thus

enables a successful and healthy functioning even in stressful life

conditions [17], [18]. Its neural correlates are thought to be

located in the MPFC, which forms a core component of the DMN

[19]. To test our results regarding functional connectivity in the

DMN, we used the visual cortex (VisCx) as a control site. Due to

the pivotal role of the primary sensory and motor cortices (S1/M1)

in sensory and motor processing, we also studied the functional

connectivity of S1/M1 at rest.

Materials and Methods

Experimental Design
From February through April 2011, 28 participants were

recruited via advertisements in local newspapers. The study

included participants who were between the ages of 62 and 70 (62

years) and who had been retired for at least 3 months but no

longer than 3 years. The participants also needed to have sufficient

time available over a period of 10 weeks for attending the art class

interventions. Excluded from participation were professional visual

artists and art historians, as well as people suffering from serious

physical or mental disorders or taking psychotropic drugs. Table 1

shows the epidemiologic data. All participants completed a

psychological examination and an fMRI measurement on 2

occasions: at pre-intervention (T0) and at post-intervention 10

weeks later (T1). The psychological examination consisted of the

brief German version of the Resilience Scale (RS-11) by Wagnild

& Young (1993) which is a valid and reliable instrument for

measuring the individuals’ capacity of stress resistance in elderly

participants [18], [20], [21]. Participants rated their accordance of

11 resilience items on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (never)

to 7 (always). Before the fMRI measurement, all participants were

instructed to keep their eyes closed during the scan, to be relaxed

but to not fall asleep. After the functional measurement the

participants were asked if they followed the instructions. All

participants were informed about the procedures of the study and

gave informed written consent in line with the Declaration of

Helsinki. The study was approved by the local ethics committees

of the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg.

Art Interventions
Two different art interventions took place, each lasting two

hours and occurring once a week for 10 weeks in the

Germanisches Nationalmuseum and in the rooms of the Art

Education Department of the Museums in Nuremberg (Germany).

The two interventions were based on different methodological

concepts. In the visual art production group the participants

actively created art, and in the cognitive art evaluation group the

participants cognitively evaluated pieces of art. The concept of

visual art production intervention focused on discovering and

developing the participant’s own creativity. A visual artist trained

as an art educator introduced different artistic methods and

materials used in drawing and painting, and the participants were

then able to experiment with different materials and techniques.

Each participant was encouraged to produce visual art and find

their own personal form of artistic expression. Each session

adhered closely to a precisely defined schedule, which included a

sequence of thematic foci such as blind or fast drawing, drawing in

the space/room, drawing still lives and figures, drawing with

music, using colours, and composition. In the cognitive art

evaluation group participants considered, analysed, and interpret-

ed selected paintings and sculptures, in dialogue with a qualified

art historian. The art historian helped encourage group discussion

by providing expert background information and explaining

associations between the work of art and everyday experiences.

In each session the pre-defined schedule was strictly adhered to,

and participants were required to consider two pieces of art that

involved universal human concerns such as age, youth, love, lust,

violence, the experience of nature, or faith. Such methodological

concepts might improve the art experience [22], [23], [24].

FMRI Data Acquisition
Echoplanar images were collected on a 3 Tesla MRI scanner

(Trio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using the

standard head coil in the following order: First, a T1-weighted

three-dimensional magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gra-

dient-echo sequence (MPRAGE) scan (voxel size = 1.06
1.061.0 mm3) was recorded for the individual brain anatomy

and lasted 8 min and 21 s. Then, for each participant the time-

series of 150 whole-brain images were obtained with a gradient-

echo, echo-planar scanning sequence (EPI; TR 3 s, time to echo

40 ms, flip angle 90u; field of view 2206220 mm, acquisition

matrix 1286128, 24 axial slices, slice thickness 4 mm, and gap

1 mm). The functional MRI data scan lasted 7 min and 30 s.

FMRI Data Analysis
Data analysis, registration, and visualization were performed

with Brain Voyager QX version 1.10 (Brain Innovation,

Maastricht, Netherlands). Data-motion-correction was implement-

ed by the installed software package (Siemens, syngo MR B15) of

the scanner. Afterwards, the data were motion corrected using sinc

interpolation. Preprocessing also included Gaussian spatial (full

width at half maximum (FWHM) = 4 mm) and temporal

(FWHM = 3 volumes) smoothing of the functional data to reduce

artefacts. The functional data were then linear-interpolated to

3.063.063.0 mm3 resolution and transformed into a standard

stereoactic coordinate system of Talairach & Tournoux (1988). By

using a Talairach daemon after analysis, we were able to locate the

relevant brain regions of activations of functional connectivity

[25]. Since the removal of the global signal as a further

preprocessing step is very controversial, the global signal was

included [26]. Anatomical data of each participant were averaged

for group analysis. A z-transformation of the functional volume

time course for each participant was applied to account for

different baseline signal levels. Functional connectivity maps of the

DMN, VisCX and S1/M1 were calculated using a seed voxel

correlation analysis (SCA). After extracting the individual signal

time course of each participant from three defined regions

of interests (ROIs, 10610610 mm3; PCC/preCUN; x = 66,

y = 254, z = 3, S1/M1; x = 232, y = 230, z = 44, VisCx;

x = 66, y = 272, z = 1) the signal time course was correlated with

the signal time course of every other brain voxel. Due to the

association of hemispheric specialization and creative thinking, the

PCC/preCUN coordinates were located in both hemispheres

[27]. The PCC/preCUN has been used in previous studies to

explore the functional connectivity of the DMN [28], [29], [30].

The coordinates of S1/M1 were determined from an fMRI-study

by Maihöfner et al. (2007) [31]. The coordinates of the VisCx

were determined from an fMRI-study by Malinen et al. (2010) in

which they investigated the functional connectivity in the DMN

Art and the Brain
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and used the VisCx to validate their findings [32]. Using the

general linear model (GLM) the individual analysis resulted in a t-

statistic map. Subsequently, connectivity analysis at the group level

was performed. To identify significant group-related differences,

group-level contrast maps were calculated between the connec-

tivity maps of the ROIs. Paired-t-tests were used to compare the

unsigned connectivity maps of T0 and T1 in each group.

Connectivity maps were thresholded at P,0.0001 (after Bonfer-

roni correction, two-tailed) and visualized at 9.5,T.15.5. Group-

level contrast maps (T1.T0) were determined by a (q,0.001)

FDR corrected threshold. The resulting contrast maps of t-values

were visualized at 3.22,T.8.00. In all group analyses, a

minimum cluster size of 108 mm3 (4 voxels) was applied. The

cluster size criterion was used as a conservative measure to

minimize false positive activations due to type 1 errors [33]. The

corresponding p-values at the cluster level were corrected for

multiple comparisons.

Statistical Analysis
Epidemiological and psychological data were analysed using

SPSS v.18.0.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). The epidemiological data

are presented as mean 6 SD and the psychological data as mean

6 SEM. For a comparison of T0 and T1 in each group, we

performed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests due to the small sample size

in each group. Statistical significance was assumed for P,0.05 (see

Text S1 for details). To measure correlations between the

functional connectivity of the right and left PCC/preCUN and

the psychological resilience, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA),

as implemented in the Brain Voyager, was performed. The

resilience score at T1 of the visual art production group served as a

covariate of interest. The ANCOVA was performed using a

random-effects analysis. Correlation maps were thresholded at P,

0.05 (uncorrected) and were visualized at 0.53,T.1.00. At

cluster level, values of P,0.05 (uncorrected) were considered to be

statistically significant. A minimum cluster size of 108 mm3 (4

voxel) was applied which was used as a conservative measure to

minimize false positive activations due to type 1 errors [33].

Results

Psychological Examination
We found a significant improvement (P = 0.013) in psycholog-

ical resilience from pre-intervention (T0) (60.64 points 61.71

SEM) to post-intervention (T1) (63.50 points 61.47 SEM) in the

visual art production group. In the cognitive art evaluation group,

in contrast, no significant improvement (P = 0.195) in psycholog-

ical resilience from T0 (62.57 points 62.32 SEM) to T1 (64.79

points 61.80 SEM) was found (see Table 2).

Default Mode Network (DMN)
For the identification of the DMN by a seed voxel correlation

analysis (SCA), we chose a region of interest (ROI) in the PCC/

preCUN as described in the methods. Figure 1 shows brain areas

with significant functional connectivity to the right and left PCC/

preCUN at T0 and T1 (see Table S1 for details). Generally, we

were able to identify the DMN in the visual art production group

at both points in time (see Figure 1A). The common brain areas

included the frontal cortices (BA 6, 8, 9, 10, 45, and 46) with

extension across the middle and superior temporal gyri (MTG, BA

21; STG, 22) to the inferior parietal lobule (IPL, BA 39; PCC, BA

31) in both hemispheres. At T1 several DMN areas showed

significant bilateral increases in functional connectivity of the left

and right PCC/preCUN to the premotor cortex (BA 6), prefrontal

cortex (BA 8, 9, 10, 46), to the superior and inferior parietal

lobules (SPL, BA 7; IPL, BA 39, 40), PCC (BA 23, 30, 31), and to

the MTG and STG (BA 21, BA 22) compared to T0. The

cognitive art evaluation group presented similar findings at T0 as

the visual art production group (see Figure 1B). At T1, however,

the cognitive art evaluation group had only significantly greater

functional connectivity from the right PCC/preCUN to SPL (BA

Table 1. Epidemiologic data.

Visual art production Cognitive art evaluation Total

Number of participants 14 14 28

Age 63.50 (63.80 SD) 63.93 (63.34 SD) 63.71 (63.52 SD)

Sex Female 8 7 15

Male 6 7 13

Handedness Right- handed 11 13 24

Left- handed 1 1 2

Ambidextrous 2 0 2

Education Low 5 0 5

Middle 6 5 11

High 3 9 12

Retired since 0–12 months 9 6 15

12–24 months 2 3 5

24–36 months 3 5 8

Number of attendances 6 sessions 0 1 1

7 sessions 2 3 5

8 sessions 1 3 4

9 sessions 5 3 8

10 sessions 6 4 10

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101035.t001
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7) and to PCC (BA 31) compared to T0. No improvements were

found for the left PCC/preCUN at T1 compared to T0.

Visual Cortex (VisCx)
To validate our findings regarding the functional connectivity of

the DMN, we chose a ROI in the visual cortex. The functional

connectivity of VisCx at rest included the occipital and parietal

cortices. No functional connectivity pattern like the DMN was

observed in the visual art production group or in the cognitive art

evaluation group (see Figure 2 and Table S2 for details).

Sensorimotor Cortex (S1/M1)
For our investigation of the functional connectivity of the

sensorimotor cortex at rest, a ROI around the S1/M1 was chosen.

Table 2. Psychological resilience.

Group n Pre-intervention Post-intervention P-value

Visual art production 14 60.64 (61.71 SEM) 63.50 (61.47 SEM) 0.013*

Cognitive art evaluation 14 62.57 (62.32 SEM) 64.79 (61.80 SEM) 0.195

*significant at 0.05.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101035.t002

Figure 1. The default mode network (DMN). Brain regions that show significant functional connectivity of the PCC/preCUN in: (A) visual art
production group (B) cognitive art evaluation group at pre-intervention (T0), post-intervention at 10 weeks (T1), and contrast T1 (red) .T0 (blue).
PCC/preCUN used in each group is shown on the left and right sides.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101035.g001
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Due to the majority of right-handed participants (85.71%), we

located the ROI in the left hemisphere. Handedness was measured

with the German version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory

(see Table 1) [34]. In both groups at T0 the SCA showed

intraregional connectivity within S1/M1 with bilateral diffuse

functional connectivity to the cingulate cortex, to the right S1/M1,

and to the IPL. At T1 both groups showed significantly stronger

intraregional connectivity of S1/M1 and less connectivity with

other regions compared to T0 (see Figure 3 and Table S3 for

details).

DMN and Resilience
In order to link the psychological resilience with the functional

connectivity of the DMN in the visual art production group, we

applied an ANCOVA (see Figure 4 and Table S4 for details). A

statistically significant correlation (greater resilience in relation to

greater PCC/preCUN functional connectivity) was noted for the

frontal cortices (BA 6, r = 0.60; BA 8, r = 0.62; BA 9, r = 0.63; BA

10, r = 0.60; BA 45, r = 0.60; BA 47, r = 0.60). In addition, we

found that greater resilience was associated with greater functional

connectivity of the DMN with STG and MTG (BA 22, r = 0.63;

BA 21, r = 0.59). In contrast, a negative correlation (greater

Figure 2. The visual cortex (VisCx). Brain regions that show significant functional connectivity of VisCx in: (A) visual art production group (B)
cognitive art evaluation group. VisCx used in each group is shown on the left and right sides.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101035.g002

Figure 3. The sensorimotor cortex (S1/M1). Brain regions that show significant functional connectivity of S1/M1 in: (A) visual art production
group (B) cognitive art evaluation group at pre-intervention (T0), post-intervention at 10 weeks (T1), and contrast T0 (blue) .T1 (red). S1/M1 used in
each group is shown on the left side.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101035.g003
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resilience in relation to less DMN functional connectivity) was

observed for the parietal cortex (BA 40, r = 20.60; BA 31, r =

20.58; BA 23, r = 20.57).

Discussion

In the current study we used fMRI to investigate whether visual

art production and cognitive art evaluation had different effects on

the functional interplay of the DMN in a non-clinical sample of 28

post-retirement adults. Our findings demonstrate that training in a

visual art production group enhances functional connectivity of

the DMN, particularly between the parietal and frontal cortices.

No such effects were observed in a cognitive art evaluation

intervention group.

DMN
Recent fMRI studies on various neuropsychiatric disorders [35],

[36], [37] as well as on chronic pain have demonstrated

disruptions in the temporal and spatial properties of functional

connectivity at rest [32], [38], [39]. Moreover, normal ageing also

seems to affect the intrinsic activity and connectivity of the DMN

[29], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44]. Age-related alterations in the

DMN are proposed to result in less effective functional interactions

between brain regions. Damoiseaux & colleagues (2008), for

example, found that non-clinical samples of older participants

(compared to younger participants) had less connectivity between

the superior and middle frontal cortex, PCC, and the superior

parietal gyrus [44]. Consistent with this finding, Sambataro &

colleagues (2010) observed an age-related reduction in the

connectivity between PCC and the MPFC, which was correlated

with poor working memory performance [40]. Our study also

included an older non-clinical sample and showed particular

improvement in the connectivity of the PCC/preCUN to the

bilateral frontal cortices after producing visual art.

In contrast, no hard evidence of improved connectivity derives

from the cognitive art evaluation group. The functional connec-

tivity of the right PCC/preCUN showed only weak improvements

between T0 and T1, and the left PCC/preCUN showed no

change at all. The improvements included stronger connectivity to

SPL and PCC. Generally, the evaluative reception of artwork is an

aesthetic experience, in which the parietal regions of the brain,

especially the SPL, are associated with visuo-spatial exploration

and attention [45]. Furthermore, the improvements of only the

right PCC/preCUN may result from hemispheric specialization in

creative activities. Despite distinct empirical evidence, a recent

meta-analysis by Mihov et al. (2010) demonstrated a relative

dominance of the right hemisphere during abstract thinking, i.e.,

creative thinking, which was required in the cognitive art

evaluation group [27]. Generally, functional studies suggest that

the parietal and frontal cortices play key roles in creative activities

[46]. It should be considered that the cognitive art evaluation

group had higher education levels than the visual art production

group. One could argue that this fact might contribute to possible

habituations effects. However, as stated in the method section, we

included participants who had no previous education in visual art

and were no professional visual artists or art historians. Conse-

quently, the participants had all the same starting point in contact

with visual art at the beginning of the interventions.

The question of why the two groups demonstrated different

changes in functional connectivity at rest remains open. The

improvements in the visual art production group may be partially

attributable to a combination of motor and cognitive processing.

Other recent fMRI studies have demonstrated enhancements in

the functional connectivity between the frontal, posterior, and

temporal cortices after the combination of physical exercises and

cognitive training [42], [47]. The participants in our study were

required to perform the cognitive tasks of following, understand-

ing, and imitating the visual artist’s introduction. Simultaneously,

the participants had to find an individual mode of artistic

expression and maintain attention while performing their activity.

Although we cannot provide mechanistic explanations, the

production of visual art involves more than the mere cognitive

and motor processing described. The creation of visual art is a

personal integrative experience - an experience of ‘‘flow,’’ - in

which the participant is fully emerged in the creative activity [48].

Resilience and Functional Connectivity
The psychological relevance of the reported findings is

illustrated by the statistically significant correlation between

functional connectivity of PCC/preCUN in the prefrontal lobes

and psychological resilience at T1 in the visual art production

group. In general, regions of the prefrontal cortex, particularly BA

8, 9, and 10, are robustly activated during introspection [8].

Several fMRI studies have shown that MPFC activations are

associated with the use of cognitive strategies to reduce negative

emotional experience – suggesting that the MPFC is responsible

for the successful cognitive regulation of emotions [49]. Moreover,

increased activation of the anterior MPFC is correlated with a

greater self-awareness, as a recent fMRI study by Jang and

colleagues has demonstrated [50]. Our findings also point to

greater activations and correlations to the anterior MPFC. This

may indicate increased self-awareness, as a result of the

methodological approaches applied in the visual art production

intervention. The visual art production intervention involved the

development of personal expression and attentional focus on self-

related experience during art creation. Another interesting finding

Figure 4. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Covariations between
DMN and resilience in the visual art production group at post-
intervention (T1). Red – positive correlation; Blue – negative correlation.
(A) Covariation between right PCC/preCUN and resilience at T1 (B)
Covariation between left PCC/preCUN and resilience at T1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101035.g004
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is a statistically significant correlation between resilience and

functional connectivity of the PCC/preCUN in MTG and STG at

T1. The medial temporal lobes play a central role in memory

processing [51]. Thus, such associations point to enhanced

memory processing, which is indeed required when stored

knowledge is connected with new information to produce creative

works [52]. Moreover, the lack of significant improvement in

resilience in the cognitive art evaluation group strengthens the

suggestion that visual art production has an impact on psycho-

logical resilience.

Sensorimotor Cortex
We found that the visual art production group at T1 had

significantly stronger intraregional connectivity in S1/M1 and less

connectivity with other brain regions compared to T0. The

cognitive art evaluation group also showed stronger interregional

connectivity at T1. However, the changes were less strong than in

the visual art production group. Obviously, the increased

intraregional connectivity demonstrates an improved specificity

and differentiation of S1/M1 at rest. The loss of specialization in

certain regions of the brain, with reduced distinctiveness or

differentiation at the neural level, is generally thought to represent

a compensational strategy of the ageing brain [42], [53].

Furthermore, our results strengthen the suggestion that the

changes observed in functional connectivity were induced by the

intervention.

Prospect
Our findings imply that the production of visual art improves

effective interaction between brain regions of the DMN and

increases the specificity and differentiation of S1/M1 at rest.

Moreover, the improvements are associated with better resilience

scores, meaning that our results may have important implications

for preventive and therapeutic interventions. By the year 2030

one-fifth of Americans will be 65 or older, which will mean a

greater number of challenging health conditions [54]. Our results

revealed that visual art production leads to improved interaction,

particularly between the frontal and posterior and temporal brain

regions, and thus may become an important prevention tool in

managing the burden of chronic diseases in older adults. In the

context of therapeutic intervention, further research is required to

investigate whether improvements in disrupted functional connec-

tivity of the DMN are associated with positive consequences for

cognitive, emotional, and behavioural functions in various clinical

disorders.
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